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摘要

在 HT-6B 托卡马克上，通过测量杂质的真空紫外线辐射和可见

it辐射，得出杂质各电离态的稳态空间分布。建立了杂质输运计算程

序，模拟分析出该装置上杂质输运系数和其它与之有关的参数。通过

对慢磁压缩下杂质线辐射时空分布的测量和模拟分析，得出了杂质

约束因磁压缩而增强、杂质再循环随之降低等结论。同时对该装置土

杂质输运特征进行了分析与讨论。



THE IMPURITY TRANSPORT IN HT-60 TOKAMAK

Huang Rong Xie Jikang Li Linzhong He Yexi

Wang Shuya Deng Chuanbao Li Guoxiang Qiu Lijian

(INSTITUTE OF PLASMA PHYSICS.

ACADEMIA SINICA. HEIFED

ABSTRA仁T

The quasi-stationary profiles of the impurity ionization stages in HT-68 toka

mak were determined by monitoring the VUV (vacuum ultraviolet) and visible line

emissions from impurities. An impurity transport code was set up. The impurity

transport coefficients and other parameters of impurities in that device were simu

lat\、" and determined. From the measurement of impurity emission profiles and

simulation analy~i~. it w咽 conclurlecl that the impurity crmfinement was improved

and the impurity recycling was red山ed by the slow magnetic compression. Some

characteristics of impurity transpC'rt in that device were also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

It has been known that the tokamak plasma parameters and the energy con

finement time may be reduced by plasma impurity radiation. The plasma MHD stl\

bilities may also be influenced by the impurities 'in it. In some H-mode discharges

and other kinds of improved confinement discharges. it is often happened that the

impurity accumulation is very serious and uncontrollable. which is not tolerable for

future reactors. The impurity accumulation in tokamaks is not only determined by

the impurity influx from the edge. but also the impurity transport in plasma. The

impurity anomalous transport in tokamak has not been clearly explained yet and it

is one of the main subjects for fusion plasma research. It's important to determine

the impurity transport coefficients and their changes for different kind of discharges

in tokamaks.

In HT-6B tokamak. some ionization stage profiles of oxygen and carbon iml"U

rities were determined with a grazing incident VUV monochrometer and a multi

channel visible spectn,meter. A one-dimensional impurtiy transport code was set

up. S0me characteristics of the impurity transport have been analysed. It was con

c1uded from the changes of the impurity stage profiles that the impurity confine

ment was improved and the impurity recycling was reduced by the slow magnetic

compression along minor radius. The detailed explanation of the profile changes is

also an important information for the slow magnetic compression.

1 THE ABSOLUTE SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENT OF
THE IMPURITIES

It has been known from the spectrum photographed by many shots on HT-6B

tokamak that the main components of impurities in the plosma are oxygen and car

bonO]. The spectroscopic instruments for impurity line emission monitoring in this

device included a grazing incident VUV monochrometer and a muhicnanl'.el visible

sl览ctrometer. The VUV line emission profile were determined shot-by-shot byad

justing a gold evaporated mirror in front of the VUV spectrometer. and this

method was miainly used for the resonant lines of 0 V ，。咽，eN ， and so on. On

the other hand , the profiles of visible (or near ultraviolet) emissions from the im帽

purity low <;tages can be detelmined in one shot by the multichannel visible spec

tromete r • with a two-lens image system in front of its entrance and a multichannel
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optical fiber attached to its exit slit. and it' s mainly used for the monitoring of 0 I

~ 0 IV and C I. All the detectors are photomultipliers. The visible spectrometer

has been abωbtely calibrated with a standard lanp. and the VUV spectrometer

has been absolutely calibrated by the branching-ratio method. The parameters

about the measured line are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 (taking from reference

[2]). thl' measured臼ible lines here are all the bright and easily distinguished visi

ble lines according to the photographed spectra in this device.

Table 1 The monitond VUV lin回
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.The major parameters of the small tokamak HT- 68 are as following: major

radius R=45 em. minor radius a= 12. 5cm. plasma current I p =20-40 kA.

toroidal field E,= 0.5-0.8 T. line average electron density n.=O. 4 X 1013~2. 0

X 1013cm-3. discharge duration is about 20 ms. The quasi-steady-state plasma is

arrived at '1"=6 ms. For the ordinary parmeters: Ip~25kA. n,,-1. 1X1013cm- 3
•

B. - O. 7 T. the radiation profiles of 0 n ~ 0 VI determined with the VUV

monochrometer and the visible sI理ctrometer are shown in Fig. 1. The profile of C

IV was also determined as in Fig. 2. With the measured results. it is possible for us

to make transport analyses for these impurities in the next section.
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2 THE NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF IMPURITY TRANSPORT

The stage profiles of a given impurity in tokamak plasma are determined by

the transport and the electron喃impurity collision ionizations and recombinations.

They can be numerically modelled through a set of coupled continuity equations in

cylindrical c∞rdinate as following:

an.!iJt= 一 1!r[a(rI'.)!arJ i-几[1l._1S._1- 1l.S. i-1l.+1 a，叶a-nca，，]

Z=·1 ,…,ZM (2.1)

In Which. n. is the density of the z-th stage of the impurity. ZM is the nuclear

charge. 丘 ， a. are the total ionizition and recombination rate coefficieants. I'. is the

transport flux along minor radius which is driven by the imρurity diffusion and con

vection effects间， 1. e.

I'.=-D(r) • an.!ar-v· !(r)ll. (2.2)

Up to now , D( r) and !(r) can only be determined from experiment results bt•
cause of the anomalous transport effect , and it' s generally assumed that D and V

are inde阳ndent of stages and radial position. and the !(r) is Ri\-en 叩ith the fol

lowing from['] :

!(r)=r!a (2.3)

in which , a is the plasma radius. With this form of !(r) , the total impurity den~i

ty distribution in a tokamak will be in the Gaussian forn: for the source and sink

free region. There is also an another form of !(付 that is ofter I1sed in order to re

late fhe total impurity density profile to the electron density profile[41:

!(r)= θ[In(几(r))]!段 (2.4)

Here , with Eq. (3.D , (3.2) , (3.3) and the ooundary condition:

(hz几=0 (2.5)
n.(a)=O

we edit a one dimensional impurity transport code. The impurity atom profile is

given by the results from a slab model[S]:
ro

no(r)=no(a) • exp[--1!VoJ ,So(r) • n.(r)drJ (2.6)

The ionization rate coefficients are given by thE: Lotz semi-empirical formula. But

in this paper , for the stages lower than OH the Lotz c倪fficients are multiplied by

0.5 according to reference [6J. The recombination rate coefficients are given by

Kramer formula (radiative recombination) and Burgess formula (de-electronating

recombination). The relation between the stage densities and the spectral line em-
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mission intensities are given by the solar corona model. The excitation coefficients

from grounds to the upper states of all the resonant lines and ωme visible lines can

be given by the formula from the Coulomb-Born approximation or the formula from

the Coulomb阳Bethe approximation. However for the upper state of the 0 I visible

line we have monitored. as for as we know. there is no any simple formula that can

give the exciting c侃fficient from the frωnd. since neither a dipole-allowed transi

tion nor a forbidden mono归Ie or quadrupole transition. nor a spin-exchange transi

tion is existed from the upper state to the ground. 队It from the results of HT-68

spectroscopic experiment and our modelling. it has been found that the equivalent

exciting rate coefficient for the monitored 0 I state in this paper is approximatly e

q L1al to'1/5 of the exciting coefficient for the upper stages with the same principal

quantum number n but having a quadrl~pole forbidden transition to ground state.

According to the experiment results from a variety of the diagnostics such as

Thorn皿n scattering. SX emission. electromagnetic diagnoses (1p. V p) and ECE e

mission. the central electron temperature 1'.(0) for HT-6B in the closest discharge

region is within 130-200 eV. and for the discharge parameters corresponding to

the profile measurement of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. the 1'.(0) is about 170 eV. From the

SX profiles. the 1二 profile here can be approximately given as:

7二 (r)=160(}-r2 IaZ )'.5+10 eV (2. 7)

On the other hand. from the measurement of the line average density. we assume

the electron density profil£ as:

n.(r)= 1. 5 X 1013 (} --rz/a2
) + 1. OX 10'z cm-' (2.8)

Within these plasma parameters. the experiment results of oxygen stage profiles

(Fig. 1) can be numerically simulated approximately both in profiles and in absolute

intensities with the transport coefficcients D= 2. 5 X 10‘ cm2s- 1 and \'=5. OX 10'

em • S-I. as shown in Fig. 3. It means that the impurity transport process in HT

6日 can be empirically described with these transport cc时ficients. It can be also

shown by the numerical mode1lin哥 thal the impurity confinement time T,= 2.0 ms

and the average effective ionic charge Z.n= 1. 5. The resonant line emission of elv

has been also numerically simulated (Fig. 2) and the resultsshown that carbon im

purity transp0rt in HT-6B can also be described with the similar c侃fficents as oxy

gen. It can be also concluded from these modelling that the total density of

日 II II IIIII1 I



It has been found from the simulation that the majority of oxygen and carbon

impurities in HT-6B tokamak is the He-like ions (Fig. 4). In the plasma columu

center. the densities of oxygen and carbon He-like ions reach separately 80% and

70% of the total density of their own element. But up to now in HT-6B. the line

emission of ()~1 or CV has not been clearly found using the VUV monochrometer

because of the partcularity of the He-like ion configuration. For example. the res«r

nant exciting energy of ow is higher than 560 eV , which is much greater than the

resonant exciting energy of 0 VI or other lower stage ions. With the electron tem

peratures in HT-6B , the exciting coefficients of the main exciting levels of (HI are

3 or ·1 orders smaller than that of 0 VI or other lower stages , and the emissivities

are also 2 or 3 orders smaller. So. the emission of 0~1l is t∞ weak to be found in

HT-68 with the VUV monochrometer without particular treatment for the detec

tor.

From the preceding statement it can be found that the electron density and the

impurity confinement time in the small tokamak HT-6B is smaller than the general

parameters in other tokamaks. The smaller the n. is , the lower the ionization rate

will be , and the smaller the T, is. the faster the impurity transport will be. Thesl'

will cause the ion stage profiles in HT-6B to have the particular characteristics.

The electron temperature around each stage profile peak positions of oxygen and

carbon in the plasma is approximately 叫ual to the separate ionization potential of

these stages. But in most tokamaks for the lower Z impurities , these peaks occur

at about one third of the ionization potential. The total line emission power profile

in HT-6B therefore become flat as shown in Fig. 5, which was simulated by accu

mulating the major line emission power of all the oxygen stages[η. It can be found

that , when 'l二 is higher than ~O eV , the oxygen emission power per n.n. with the

solar corona stage equilibrium condition. which is about 10-21 W • cm-3[~J ， is one

order smaller than the calculated results in Fig. 5. This difference is mainly caused

by the sensitive influence on exciting rate by '1二 when 'l二 is remarkably lower than

the exciting potential. The calculated total radiated power from oxygen in Hl、-6B

quasi-steady state is about 5 kW which is equivalent to 10% of the ohmic heating

w川队 The actually power loss by impurities in HT-6B must be higher than this

value if the carbon radiation. the ionization and heating power of these impurities

are con雪idered. The lower impurity loss power in HT-6B is not only due to the

lower accumulation of impurities. but also the lower pl~sma dens~ties.
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3 THE EFFECT OF SLOW MAGNETIC COMPRESSION ON IM
PURITY TRANSPORT

The characteristics of the slow magnetic compression along minor radius in

HT-6B tokamak is the toroidal feild rise time (about 2. Sms) longer than the ener

gy confin~ment time (about O. 5-1. Oms). Generally. after the plasma current has

reached to the statioanary state. the B. will rise from O. 42 T to O. 64-0. 72 T and

maintain has reached there. The exr>t:riment results showed that the plasma energy

cunfinement time WaS improved and the plasma 阳rameters were increased by the

compression时. It will also be shown from the following analysis of the impurity e

ml监ions that the impurity confinement was also improved with the slow magnetic

compressIOn.

The multichannel SX emission signals. which could describe the compression

effect most obviollsly. show that the plasma parmeters rise within ,..<6.0 em and

fall down for ,..>6. 0 em by compression (Fig. 的. The further analysis concluded

that the central electron temperature and density would be increased by 20X and

IO~'5艳阳rately after compression' I":

The changes of the O! , om. () N emission profiles induced by compression

~re shown in Fig. 7. It shows that when B, increased. the emissivity in plasma edge

decreased because of the decrease of edge plasma parameters. and the profiles shift

slightly towards center. After compression. the profile positions moved b..'1ck and

lay even more out than that before compression. with slighly decrease of the peak

intensities. The changes of 0 可 and 0 ~l V U V line emission profiles by compres

sion; are shown in Fig. 8. Their emmission intensities at plasma edge haven' t any

obvious changes in all the compression period. but the profile peak positions move

outward considerably and the pe'lk emissivities have a lot of decrease after compres-

自Ion.

With the spectroscopic phenomena described above. the changes of the impuri

ty transport by compression can be numerically analysed. First. it can be verified

that only with the changes of the plasma parameters we can' t explain the changes

of the impurity profiles in Fig. 8. With impurity transport code. the 0 V and 0 VI

emission profiles before compression are modelled as shown with the solid lines in

Fig.9. The emisllion profiles. which are wished to represent the profiles after com

pression are also simulated. with 20 % incr('，附d T, (0) and 10% increased II. (的，

自



but without changes of the T. and "马 for r>6. 0 αn and without changes of the im

purity trans阳rt coeficients. are shown with dotted lines in Fig. 9. It can be seen in

Fig. 9 that the simulated changes of these profiles before and after compress:on are

t∞ small to explain the experiment results. alth∞gh the later do move slightly ωt

ward. These differences would be even more smaller if we take the plasma 阳rame

ters for r> 6. 0 cm slightly decreased after compressiCdl as it happened in experi

'"'lents. Although the plasma parameter profiles and their changes after compression

~lven here is not accurate. the conclusion is very definite that the influence on im

purity stage profiles cau费d by the changes of the background plasma 阳rameters by

compression is tωlittle to match the experiment results. The changes of the impu

rity transport coefficients must be C'Onsidered in the numerical anlysis to explain the

experiment. The dash lines in Fig. 9 that S<'ltisfy the experiment results best are

JU白t obtained by decreasing the impurity diffusion coefficient from 2. 5 X 10' to I. 8

人 10' cm2
• 5-

1 and convection coefficient from 5.0 X 10' to 3.6 X 10' cm • S-I.

and also decreasing the impurity influx at plasma edge with the changed plasma pa

ramders by compression. It meam; that the impurity confinement is improved by

the slow magnetic compression. From the numerical results. the impurity confine

ment time is increased fmm 2.0 ms to 2. 8 ms and influx from edge is decreased by

30%.

Actually. the improvement of the impurity confinement can be qualitatively il

III到 rated from the changes of the 0 I .O l( and ON line profiles shown in Fig. 7.

If there :Ire no changes of impurity transp(川. the decrease of the plasma parame

ters in r> 6. 0 cm region can only cause the 0 I • 0 II and 0 IV pwfiles. wh!ch

mainly exist in ,.>6. 0 em region. t口 move inward that contradicts with the out

w:lrd movement in experiment. So. the ch:lnges of the impurity transport must be

happened in this I陀riod. Only the incrl'ase of impurity confinement can C:luse these

profiles to move outward.

In the compression. the ch:lnges of the different stage profiles also have the

following characteristics: During the period of compression (i. 巳 when H, is

rising). the emissivity of lower stages (such as 0 I • 0 II ) at plasma edge decre:lse

remarkably. but for higher stages (such as 0 V , 0 VI ), no such changes take

p!ac('; on the other hand. after compre事sion (i. e. when H, arrives at a high value

and maintains there). the outward movement and the decrease



merical simulation it can be 挺en that thi~ phenomena is due to tht' natures of the

impurity transport and the plasma paramet.r profiles in HT-6B. The numerical re

suit of the stationary trans阳rt fluxes of different stages are shown in Fig. 10. from

which it can be 提en that the fluxes of O+< and 0+ 1 are much greater than that of

the lower stages in r<a/2 region. Sc. the emissivity of 0 V and 0\1 in r>a/2 re

gion not∞Iy depends on the ionization of lower stages. but also the outward impu

rity transport from the (:entre. However. for the lower stages in r> a/2 region.

the only source 臼 the ionization process. 四 the edge emissivities of the lower

stages. such as 0 I and o. . markedly decrease. and their profiles appear swing

inward because of the decrease of the edge plasma parameters just during compres

slon. <>n the other hand. because the n. and 1飞 profiles in r>al2 region are steeper

than in the inner region. if the impurity transport coefficients are changed. the

movement of 0 V and 0 \'1 profile peaks must he greater than that of 0 I • 0 •

and ON.

It has also heen noticed from the Langmuir probe signals that the edge plasma

parameters can he decraesed to the half in a long IJeriod Cabout 6- 8 ms) after

compression. It may he tile decrea~~ edge parameters that cause the n ._ -tio!! of

the impurity influx from edge. The increase of the impurity confinement must he

related to the chan~es of plasma parmeters or the increase of the toroidal field. But

the direct physical proceωcausing the decrease of the anomalous transport in HT

6B compression experiment can't be defined in this paper.

It has also he notic叫I that. the influence on the confinement of main particles

of叮 by compression is different from impurities. The space multichannel H. emis

slons f'lr plasma compression are shown in Fig. 1], During compression Ci. e. for

the B, rise period). all the H. signals decreased. eSllt'cil.lIy for the emission from

edge. and it means that the edge plasma parameters markedly reduced and the par

ticle confinement was somewhat improved. hut all the H. signals nearly went hack

to the original intensities after compression. For there is no obvious changes of line

average density during this whole period. that r.leans the main particle confinement

has not improved so ohviously as impurities after the slower magnetic compres:;ion.

4 DISCUSSIONS

Among the tokamak impurity spontaneous emissions. ganerally only the reso

Mnt emi. -ions are used for the impurity trans阳rt analysis because of the lower ex-
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citing energy , stronger line intensities , less dependence on 1二 for most of the case

and thf' more accurate atom coefficients of the resonant emmissions. But in HT-6B

tokamak., the profile peaks of the stages occur at radial positions where the electron

temperatures are approximately equal to their ion:zation potentials. For the majori

ty particles of oxygen lowel stages. the upper levels of the monitored visible lines

can be highly excited , the emissivities may be very intense and only be slightly af

fected by the uncertainty of the electron temperature profiles there. SO it is very

convenient to utilize the visible (or ultraviolet) lines to study the distribution and

transport of impurities in HT-6B.

The uncertainty that most probably introduced into in the impurity transport

anlysis may come from the uncertainty of the atomic process coefficients. By trans

port analysis. we can reach the conelusion that the impurity profiles in HT-6B are

mainly determined by the processes of transport and electron collision :onization and

very slightly affected by the effect of recombination , then it may ~e inferred from

Eq. (2. I) and (2.2) that the uncertainty of the numerical result of transport coef

ficients can' t exceed the maximum of the ionization coefficient uncertainti白. which

are generally considered with a factor of two confidence.

Although HT-6B is a small tokamak and the plasma parameters are low町. th.:

charge exchange recombination hasn' t been included in the numerical calculation.

The central neutral hydrogen atom density determined from the resonant fluores

cencI' of H. is generally about}. I X IOH cm- 3when the line average electron density

is about}. 0 X 1013 cm- 3• Even for low electron density discharges (也 =0.4X

I Ol3). the 110 (0) is generally smaller than 8 X IOHcm• [11] It has been ver:f:d in

reference [12J that in the low collision energy region the charge exchange recJmhi

nation cross sections from the PSS (Perturbed-stationary-state) theoretic approxi

mation matches the expenment results be时. and the results from other theory ap

proximation are much larger. It is deduced with .he PSS results that the charge ex

change recombination rates of the majority stages in the main region of HT-6B

pIa吕rna are smaller than their die!ectronic recombination rates. Actually , even if

some stages' charge exchange r!'comhination rates is slightly greater than their di

electronic recombination rates , they ca



OJ process.

Tht' uncertainties of the HT-6B plasma parameters 码。) and T. (r). especial

ly 孔. are also important factors for the uncertai山ties of numerical results of impu

rlty transport analyses. In order to investigate this effect. two sets of numerical re

suits of 0 V and 0" profiles are shown in Fig. 12. with t he same transport c臼ffi

cients but nearly 20% difference of electron temperature exists every where. The

profile shapes and peak 阳sitions are very similar. It can also be seen from Fig. 9

that the two sets of the OV and 0" profiles. only with different n. (r) and T.(r)

profiles caused by compression. are very similler both in profile and absoiute value.

All of these demonstrate that the basic conclusion of this paper can' t be affected se

riously·by the uncertainties of HT-6B /Io (r) and 1二 (r) profiles.

The characteristics of HT-6B tokamak impurity transport described in this pa

per will be helpful for the further plasma experiment researches in this small de

vice. in which some parameters about impurities may be very different from that in

larger devices. The conclusion that the slow maganetic compression along minor ra

dius improve the impurity confinement is not only a compatible result with the im

provement of energy confinement. but also a clue for us to make a further reseach

of the impurity anomalous transport.
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Fig.6 The SX signals (from the top: r=2.

0 , 4.0 , 6.0 , 8. °cm) in magnetic compres

sion. B, begins to rise at t = 10. Oms and ar

rives high plateau at about t = 12. 5ms.

Fig. 5 The numerical results of oxygcn radi

ated power 10回 profiles: P , and P，!屿'n..
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Fig. i! The peak position!; of 0 V and 0 VI

profiles moved outward very obviously after

comprcssion. Solid line I before compression;

dashed line I after comprcssion.

riFt. 'i Theιxperiment re~lilt~ oi 0 I , 0 Ii

and 0 N profiles before compression (solid

lin附)， during compression (dotted lones) and

afttr compres~ion (dashcd Iincs) , which wcre

determincd with visible s何时rometer.
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Fig. 10 The simulated transport £luxes of

0--0-5.
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Fig. 9 The simulation of the changes of the

o V and 0 VI with compression. solid lines ,
before compression; dot lines , comsidering

the changes of n. (,-) and T. (,-) by compr臼

sion but without the changes of transport cι

ellicients. dashed lines 在 not only considering

the changes of 11.( ,-) and T，(叶. but also the

changes of transport C口e£licients.
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Fig. 12 The comparison of the density pr任

files of 0+ 4 and 0+ 5 in the two cases with

20% defference of T.(r) , solid line,T.(O)=

185eV, dotted line, T.(Q) =155eV.
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Fig. 11 The mullichannel It啕 signals in mag

netic compression (compression starting at

about 1=10. Oms).
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